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Intracellular Astrocyte Calcium Waves In Situ Increase the
Frequency of Spontaneous AMPA Receptor Currents in CA1
Pyramidal Neurons
Todd A. Fiacco and Ken D. McCarthy
Department of Pharmacology, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-7365
Spontaneous neurotransmitter release and activation of group I metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs) each play a role in the
plasticity of neuronal synapses. Astrocytes may contribute to short- and long-term synaptic changes by signaling to neurons via these
processes. Spontaneous whole-cell AMPA receptor (AMPAR) currents were recorded in CA1 pyramidal cells in situ while evoking Ca 2
increases in the adjacent stratum radiatum astrocytes by uncaging IP3. Whole-cell patch clamp was used to deliver caged IP3 and the Ca
2
indicator dye Oregon green BAPTA-1 to astrocytes. Neurons were patch-clamped and filled with Alexa 568 hydrazide dye to visualize their
morphological relationship to the astrocyte. On uncaging of IP3 , astrocyte Ca
2 responses reliably propagated as a wave into the very fine
distal processes, synchronizing Ca 2 activity within astrocyte microdomains. The intracellular astrocyte Ca 2 wave coincided with a
significant increase in the frequency of AMPA spontaneous EPSCs, but with no change in their kinetics. AMPAR current amplitudes were
increased as well, but not significantly ( p  0.06). The increased frequency of AMPAR currents was sensitive to the group I mGluR
antagonists LY367385 and 2-methyl-6-(phenylethynyl)-pyridine, suggesting that (1) astrocytes released glutamate in response to IP3
uncaging, and (2) glutamate released by astrocytes activated group I mGluRs to facilitate the release of glutamate from excitatory
neuronal presynaptic boutons. These results extend previous studies, which have shown astrocyte modulation of neuronal activity in
vitro and suggest that astrocyte-to-neuron signaling in intact tissue may contribute to synaptic plasticity.
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Introduction
Spontaneous release of glutamate by neuronal synaptic boutons
is a Ca 2-dependent process that results in the generation of
AMPA- and NMDA-receptor-mediated spontaneous EPSCs
(sEPSCs). Spontaneous transmitter release plays a role in the
maintenance of synaptic morphology (McKinney et al., 1999),
mediates short-term plasticity (Emptage at al., 2001), and is up-
regulated in a form of long-term potentiation (LTP) (Malgaroli
et al., 1995, Fitzjohn et al., 2001a). Factors that modulate the
frequency of spontaneous transmitter release may contribute to
short- and long-term synaptic changes.
Group I mGluRs are linked to the production of inositol
triphosphate (IP3) and Ca
2 release from internal stores (for
review, see Anwyl, 1999). Calcium mobilization and protein syn-
thesis triggered by group I mGluRs are involved both in long-
term depression (LTD) (Bortolotto et al., 1999; Fitzjohn et al.,
2001b) and in the induction of stable LTP (Manahan-Vaughan
and Reymann, 1997; Cohen et al., 1998; Bortolotto et al., 1999).
Activation of group I mGluRs induces long-term changes in the
morphology of dendritic spines (Vanderklish and Edelman,
2002) and regulates the frequency of the spontaneous release of
neurotransmitter (Rodriguez-Moreno et al., 1998; Cartmell and
Schoepp, 2000; Fitzjohn et al., 2001). The timing and strength of
group I mGluR activation may code for the direction of long-
term functional and morphological synaptic changes.
Metabotropic GluRs are generally localized beyond synaptic
specializations (extrasynaptically) (Cartmell and Schoepp, 2000).
They are activated in situations in which glutamate diffuses be-
yond the synaptic cleft (i.e., during increased neuronal activity)
(Scanziani et al., 1997; Kullmann, 1999; Diamond and Jahr, 2000;
Isaacson, 2000). Group I mGluRs may also sense glutamate re-
leased from extrasynaptic sources. A source of extrasynaptic glu-
tamate that has received a considerable amount of interest in
recent years is provided by astrocytes. Astrocyte processes en-
sheathe neuronal synapses (Ventura and Harris, 1999) and re-
lease glutamate in a Ca 2-dependent manner in vitro (Araque et
al., 1998, 2000; Parpura and Haydon, 2000). Astrocytes increase
the number of mature, functional synapses on neurons during
development (Ullian et al., 2001) and are required for synaptic
maintenance in vitro (Beattie et al., 2002).
We have measured an increased frequency of AMPA sEPSCs
in CA1 pyramidal cells in situ after evoking an intracellular Ca 2
wave in an adjacent astrocyte by uncaging IP3. The elevated fre-
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quency of neuronal AMPA sEPSCs lasted 48 sec and was re-
peatable during subsequent IP3 uncagings in the astrocyte.
AMPA current kinetics were unchanged, suggesting that gluta-
mate released by astrocytes in situ does not diffuse into neuronal
synaptic clefts to activate postsynaptic AMPARs directly. The
specific group I mGluR antagonists LY367385 and 2-methyl-6-
(phenylethynyl)-pyridine (MPEP) blocked the effect, suggesting
that astrocytes increase the probability of the spontaneous release
of glutamate by activating group I mGluRs on excitatory afferent
terminals. These observations suggest that astrocytes play an im-
portant role in the maintenance and plasticity of neuronal syn-
apses by stimulating group I mGluRs and modulating the fre-
quency of spontaneous neurotransmitter release.
Materials and Methods
Hippocampal slice preparation. C57BL/6J or GFAP-enhanced green fluo-
rescent protein (eGFP) mice (The Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME)
aged 10 –15 d were anesthetized by isoflurane inhalation. The brains were
rapidly removed after decapitation and submerged into 0 – 4°C slicing
buffer containing the following: 125 mM NaCl, 10 mM glucose, 1.25 mM
NaH2PO4  H2O, 26 mM NaHCO3, 2.5 mM KCl, 3.8 mM MgCl2, and 100
M kynurenic acid bubbled with 95% O2 and 5% CO2. Brains were
blocked into hemispheres and cut sagittally at a thickness of 300 M on a
Leica (Bannockburn, IL) vibratome. During sectioning brains were kept
submerged in 0 – 4°C oxygenated slicing buffer. Hippocampi were dis-
sected out of each brain slice and incubated for 45 min in artificial CSF
(ACSF) warmed to 35–36°C and bubbled continuously with 95% O2 and
5% CO2. The ACSF contained the following: 125 mM NaCl, 10 mM glu-
cose, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4  H2O, 26 mM NaHCO3, 2.5 mM KCl, 2.5 mM
CaCl2, 1.3 mM MgCl2, and 100 M Trolox. After the incubation period
slices were allowed to cool gradually to room temperature (24 –27°C) but
always kept under vigorous oxygenation. Slices were placed into a re-
cording chamber and continuously superfused with oxygenated ACSF.
The stratum radiatum of field CA1 was visualized using an Olympus
(Melville, NY) BX50WI fixed-stage upright microscope equipped with
water-immersion objectives and differential interference contrast (DIC)
optics. Individual astrocytes in CA1 stratum radiatum were initially iden-
tified by their location, size, and morphological characteristics (see Re-
sults). Classification of cells as either astrocytes or pyramidal neurons was
later verified by their electrophysiological properties.
Whole-cell patch clamp of astrocytes and neurons. Pipettes were pulled
from borosilicate glass on a Narishige (Tokyo, Japan) PP-83 two-stage
vertical pipette puller and not fire-polished. Pipettes pulled for astrocytes
had resistances of 11–12 M when filled with the internal solution,
which contained the following: 130 mM K-gluconate 130, 4 mM MgCl2,
10 mM HEPES, 10 mM glucose, 1.185 mM Mg-ATP, 10.55 mM phospho-
creatine, and 0.1315 mg/ml creatine phosphokinase, brought to pH 7.3
by KOH. Also included in the astrocyte solution was 200 M calcium-
indicator dye Oregon green BAPTA-1 (OGB-1) and 400 M caged IP3
(Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR). Neuronal pipettes had resistances of
4.6 –5.3 M when filled with a solution containing the following (in
mM): 145 K-gluconate, 2 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, 4 Mg-ATP, 14 phosphocre-
atine, and 0.25 EGTA, brought to pH 7.3 with KOH. Neuronal pipettes
also included 200 M Alexa Fluor 568 hydrazide dye. Pipettes were ad-
vanced through the tissue slice toward individual cells under positive
backpressure to prevent debris from clogging the pipette tip. Liquid junc-
tion potentials were compensated using the pipette offset feature of the
amplifier. After establishing the whole-cell configuration, liquid junction
potentials were not corrected. Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were
performed at room temperature using an Axopatch 200B amplifier and
PCLAMP 8.1 software (Axon Instruments, Union City, CA).
The patch procedure was modified somewhat for astrocytes to maxi-
mize astrocyte health after removal of the patch pipette and to obtain
strong, repeatable IP3 uncaging Ca
2 responses. Astrocytes were patched
using very small pipette tips to limit damage to the cell membrane and
diffusion of essential signaling molecules out into the pipette. The dura-
tion of the whole-cell configuration was also important for maintaining
cell viability and limiting dilution of essential intracellular components:
just long enough to measure the electrophysiological characteristics (3
min). Astrocytes rested at 85.1  0.5 mV and had input resistances of
10.2  1.7 M (n  30 cells). They exhibited passive currents when
stepped from 180 to 80 mV in 20 mV increments (see Results). A test
pulse of 5 mV was included after each step to monitor changes in access
resistance. Astrocyte current signals were low-pass-filtered at 2 kHz and
digitized at 100 kHz via a Digidata 1200 (Axon Instruments) interfaced to
an IBM-compatible personal computer. A smooth, stable off-cell and
formation of an outside-out patch suggested minimal damage to the cell
membrane during the patch-clamp procedure. IP3 was uncaged by a
single 10 msec, 30 mW pulse from a Coherent UV laser (Santa Clara, CA)
fitted with a Chroma 360 nm bandpass filter, a UV filter, and two 1.0
neutral density filters. Filters were necessary to work within the normal
power range of the laser (	3 mW) because at minimum power the laser
is unstable and emits pulses of variable (unknown) amplitude. With
filters in, a minimum power could be reached within the normal working
range of the laser (15 mW), which is insufficient to uncage IP3 in
astrocytes. For control experiments, the light filters were removed to
know the precise timing when the flash of UV light was applied. Without
the filters in, even at minimum laser power the intensity of the beam is so
high that it creates a “light artifact” that is detected by the confocal
microscope and clearly visible in the line scans. This was necessary be-
cause it is not possible otherwise to mark when the pulse of UV light is
applied during line scans using our system.
The general electrophysiological features and spontaneous whole-cell
currents of neurons were recorded while Alexa 568 dye diffused into
dendritic compartments. Neurons rested at 59.9  0.6 mV with input
resistances of 349.3  24 M (n  30 cells) and seldom fired spontane-
ous action potentials. Single action potentials could be produced reliably
by injecting 200 pA of positive current for 10 msec. Access resistances
were checked before and after current recordings to make sure consistent
access was maintained. In recordings of spontaneous currents, IPSCs
were eliminated by holding the neurons at 70 mV, the calculated equi-
librium potential for Cl  ions under our imposed conditions. Because
the cell was never depolarized sufficiently to remove Mg 2 block of
NMDA receptors, all sEPSCs recorded were AMPAR-mediated. To verify
this, 10 M 2,3-dihydroxy-6-nitro-7-sulfonyl-benzo[f]quinoxaline
(NBQX), a specific AMPAR antagonist, was added to the extracellular
solution. NBQX completely blocked all sEPSCs (data not shown). To
check that the currents “evoked” by uncaging IP3 in adjacent astrocytes
were mediated by AMPARs, NMDA receptor currents were isolated so
that their kinetics could be compared with those of AMPA currents.
NMDA receptor currents were isolated by switching to Mg 2-free ACSF
that contained 10 M NBQX. AMPA sEPSCs were low-pass-filtered at 2
kHz with a sampling interval of 5 kHz per signal.
Considerable effort was made to remain consistent with regard to
selection of neuron–astrocyte pairs throughout this study, because dif-
ferent regions of the neuronal dendritic tree harbor different numbers
and distributions of receptors (Pettit and Augustine, 2000; Megias et al.,
2001). Neuron–astrocyte pairs were carefully selected so that the neuro-
nal apical dendrite was in the same optical plane as the astrocyte and its
processes (see Fig. 7a; see also Figs. 5a, 6a). Thus, neuron–astrocyte pairs
were imaged using single optical sections 1.42 m thick using an
Olympus LSM-GB200 argon/krypton confocal microscope. Astrocytes
patched with OGB-1 appeared green, and neurons patched with Alexa
568 appeared red. Both dyes were excited by the 488 nm argon line (using
a 500 nm dichroic filter) and emission was collected at 	515 nm. Average
fluorescence intensities were measured in astrocytes from analysis boxes
placed over cell bodies and/or processes. These were digitized (8 bit),
normalized to baseline level (F/F0), and plotted over time. Increases in
F/F0 indicate increases in Ca
2 concentration.
Bulk loading of astrocytes and dye coupling experiments. Slices were
incubated for 50 min at 35°C in oxygenated ACSF that included 11 m
calcium green 1-AM ester dye and 0.07% pluronic acid (final DMSO
concentration, 0.4%). The Ca 2 green was sequestered almost exclu-
sively by astrocytes as observed previously in hippocampal slices from
mice (Nett et al., 2002). Single astrocytes in bulk-loaded slices were
patched with 200 m OGB-1  400 m caged IP3  1% neurobiotin for
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3 min. Slices remained in oxygenated ACSF for the duration of the
experiment (20 –30 min). At the conclusion of each experiment, slices
were placed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 2 hr, and subsequently
washed three times in PBS, and remained in PBS overnight. The neuro-
biotin conjugate streptavidin Alexa 488 diluted 1:500 in PBS  0.3%
Triton X-100 was added overnight. Slices were washed three times in PBS
to remove excess streptavidin Alexa 488 and viewed immediately under a
confocal microscope. Because Ca 2 indicator dyes fix poorly by alde-
hydes, the bulk-loading procedure revealed cells that were labeled only by
streptavidin Alexa 488.
Analysis of neuronal currents. Neuronal AMPA sEPSCs were analyzed
in four to five bins that were sized equal to the duration of the evoked
Ca 2 elevation in astrocyte cell bodies (see Results). The bins as they
appear in the figures and text were named according to their placement
relative to the UV light pulse administered to the astrocyte: “before,”
“during,” “after,” “second after,” and “third after.” The amplitudes and
kinetics of the spontaneous currents were analyzed using the MiniAnaly-
sis program (version 5.2.4; Synaptosoft Inc., Decatur, GA). Individual
currents were detected over noise by setting a threshold for amplitude
and area that resulted in minimal detection of false positives. This inev-
itably led to nondetection of very small amplitude currents, but this
condition was preferred to making currents out of noise. Currents that
were falsely detected were rejected manually, including those from elec-
trical interference (with a zero time component) and when single sEPSCs
were counted twice. sEPSC frequency was calculated by dividing the
number of events in a bin by the bin duration (in seconds). We discov-
ered substantial variability in the average amplitude and frequency of
currents between cells. The average baseline amplitude in the 12 neurons
included in the experimental condition was 13.1  4.5 pA (mean  SD;
range, 8.5–21.3 pA). In individual cells, frequencies ranged from 0.071 to
0.815 Hz, for an average of 0.282  0.237 Hz. The substantial variability
in baseline recordings between neurons suggested that significant
changes in neuronal currents might be lost if analyzed as a single popu-
lation. Data from individual neurons were therefore normalized by di-
viding the average baseline (before bin) data into the average data of each
remaining bin. Thus, data were expressed as a percentage of average
before bin amplitude or frequency. The Student’s t test was used to com-
pare differences between normalized average before bin data to normal-
ized data in each of the remaining bins. The number of neuron–astrocyte
pairs, not the number of uncagings, was used in all statistical tests. All
statistical tests were performed using PCLAMP 8.1 software.
OGB-1, calcium green 1-AM, nitrophenylethyl-caged inositol 1,4,5-P3
(caged IP3), N-(2-aminoethyl)biotinamide hydrobromide (neurobi-
otin), streptavidin Alexa Fluor 488 conjugate, pluronic acid, and Alexa
568 hydrazide dye were obtained from Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR).
LY367385, MPEP, NBQX and trans ()-1-aminocyclopentane-trans-
1,3-dicarboxylic acid (tACPD) were purchased from Tocris Cookson
(Ellisville, MO). FVB/N-TgN (GFAP-GFP) mice were obtained from
The Jackson Laboratory and backcrossed one to five generations to
C57BL/6J mice.
Results
Identification of astrocytes and
electrophysiological properties
We made use of heterozygous GFAP-eGFP mice in some exper-
iments to assist our identification of astrocytes (Zhuo et al.,
1997). In these mice, the expression of enhanced green fluores-
cent protein is driven by the GFAP promoter. Therefore, GFAP
cells appeared light green under the confocal microscope. Astro-
cytes in the stratum radiatum of acute mouse hippocampal slices
were initially identified using DIC optics. In slices from GFAP-
eGFP mice, this identification was verified by their green fluores-
cence and then confirmed by their electrophysiological proper-
ties. GFAP astrocytes exhibited a typical morphology (see Fig.
3a) and passive whole-cell currents. These cells had resting mem-
brane potentials of 85.1  0.5 mV and very low membrane
resistances (Rm  10.2  1.7 M; n  30 cells).
Uncaging IP3 produces an intracellular wave of calcium
Before studying the effects of evoking increases in astrocyte Ca 2
on neuronal activity, it was first necessary to determine the effec-
tiveness of our uncaging approach as well as characterize the
evoked Ca 2 responses in astrocytes. We estimated the size of the
UV light pulse and the velocity of the evoked Ca 2 wave in the
same astrocyte. Astrocytes in the stratum radiatum of CA1 dis-
playing prominent horizontal processes (Fig. 1a) were loaded
with 200 M of the Ca 2 indicator dye OGB-1 plus 400 M caged
IP3 via patch pipette. Uncaging IP3 was only possible after re-
moval of the patch pipette. We believe that this is caused by
dilution of free IP3 by the large reservoir of the pipette solution.
IP3 was uncaged in the astrocyte soma by a short (10 msec) pulse
of UV light during a 10 sec horizontal line scan (12.27 msec per
line) over (1) the cell body, (2) the UV light spot, and (3) the large
horizontal process (blue line in Fig. 1a). The resulting line scan
image shows a 2.50 m region of the astrocyte soma in which
the fluorescence increase over baseline fluorescence (
F/F0) oc-
curred simultaneously, providing an approximate diameter of
the UV light pulse (Fig. 1b). In the remainder of the line scan
image 
F/F0 occurred in the astrocyte with an increasing time
delay (Fig. 1b, slope of fluorescence increase), suggesting that a
Ca 2 wave propagated outward from the uncaging spot. To bet-
ter visualize 
F/F0 produced by uncaging IP3, line scan images
were fitted with a threshold function using ImageJ software
(Bethesda, MD) (Fig. 1c). The rate of the Ca 2 wave was then
estimated by measuring the time required for 
F/F0 to travel a
set distance down the large proximal process. The Ca 2 signal
traveled 7.0 m in 286 msec, giving a rate of 24.6 m/sec
(Fig. 1d).
To make sure that the UV light pulse alone did not elevate
astrocyte Ca 2, astrocytes were loaded with Ca 2 indicator dye
only and subjected to pulses of UV light. These experiments were
performed with the wavelength filters removed from the laser to
visualize the precise timing during a confocal line scan that the
pulse of UV light was applied (see Materials and Methods). Even
when the laser was configured to deliver pulses of much higher
intensity than those used to uncage IP3, Ca
2 increases were not
observed in astrocytes (Fig. 1e– g).
Uncaging IP3 produced a Ca
2 increase over the point of
uncaging after a brief (40 msec) delay. This delay was mea-
sured using a 2 sec line scan centered over the UV light spot in
the astrocyte soma (Fig. 2a). Uncaging o-nitrophenyl EGTA
(caged Ca 2) produced a Ca 2 elevation in 2.83 msec (data
not shown), indicating that the uncaging process contributed
very little to the 40 msec delay observed after IP3 uncaging.
These observations suggest that the 40 msec delay reflects the
time required for IP3 to activate IP3 receptors and release Ca
2
from internal stores. The Ca 2 signal initiated in the cell body
and then traveled as a wave into the astrocyte processes (Fig.
2b). As the Ca 2 wave traveled into astrocyte processes, the
amplitude and duration of 
F/F0 decreased, but small, brief
fluorescence increases were evident even in the finest pro-
cesses (Fig. 2b,c). Multiple IP3 uncaging responses were rou-
tine in the same astrocyte. The amplitude and duration of
these remained consistent (Fig. 3). After a maximum of 15–20
uncagings, Ca 2 increases ceased without an increase in base-
line fluorescence, suggesting that basal cytosolic Ca 2 levels
remained low and that caged IP3 had been used up. The dura-
tion of the evoked Ca 2 responses varied from 7 to 24 sec
between cells (average, 16 sec).
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Comparison of evoked responses to intrinsic Ca 2
oscillations in astrocytes
In addition to Ca 2 increases evoked by uncaging IP3, astrocytes
exhibited spontaneous (intrinsic) Ca 2 oscillations. Although
the mechanism of intrinsic Ca 2 oscillations remains unclear,
like evoked responses, they are dependent on Ca 2 release from
internal stores (Nett et al., 2002). Previous work has shown that
intrinsic Ca 2 oscillations occur localized within microdomains
of astrocyte processes, and that Ca 2 oscil-
lations in one process are not in synchrony
with Ca 2 oscillations in other processes
(Nett et al., 2002). In the present study, the
majority of intrinsic Ca 2 oscillations ini-
tiated in processes and a few of these trav-
eled back into the astrocyte soma as a Ca 2
wave (Fig. 3b,c). Many intrinsic oscilla-
tions in astrocyte processes remained very
local, because they were not seen to prop-
agate into other regions of interest (Fig.
3b). In the event that an intrinsic Ca 2
oscillation initiated at or near the astrocyte
soma, it was very similar in amplitude to
Ca 2 responses evoked by uncaging IP3
(Fig. 3b). Because the intrinsic oscillations
shared certain characteristics with the IP3
uncaging Ca 2 responses, neuronal
AMPA sEPSCs were analyzed before and
after intrinsic Ca 2 oscillations occurring
in astrocyte somata. There was no signifi-
cant change in the amplitude or frequency
of neuronal AMPA sEPSCs recorded dur-
ing intrinsic astrocyte Ca 2 oscillations
(data not shown). Evoked Ca 2 elevations
in astrocytes differed most from intrinsic
oscillations in that they were always initi-
ated in the cell body, and the Ca 2 signal
spread from the UV light spot as a wave
into most, if not all, visible astrocyte pro-
cesses (Fig. 3d). Even in fine processes up
to 35 m away, Ca 2 increased after IP3
uncaging in the astrocyte soma (Fig. 3a,d).
Thus, uncaging IP3 in the astrocyte soma
synchronized Ca 2 activity in astrocyte
microdomains. This was considered to be
a very important feature of IP3 uncaging
responses, because a coordinated release of
glutamate by astrocyte processes sur-
rounding neuronal synapses might in-
crease the probability of measuring an ef-
fect on whole-cell neuronal currents.
Evoked astrocyte Ca 2 waves do not
propagate into neighboring astrocytes
Ca 2 elevations in single astrocytes in vitro
very often propagate as a wave into neigh-
boring astrocytes, an activity that is medi-
ated in part by mechanical coupling be-
tween astrocytes via gap junctions
(Iwabuchi et al., 2002). It was important
for us to determine whether uncaging IP3
in a single astrocyte evoked a Ca 2 wave
that spread into adjacent astrocytes; were
this the case we might expect an enhanced
effect of uncaging IP3 in a single astrocyte on neuronal activity.
To address this issue, astrocytes in hippocampal slices from mice
aged 10 –14 d were bulk-loaded with Ca 2 green 1-AM ester dye,
and a single astrocyte in a field of cells was loaded with OGB-1,
400 m caged IP3, and 1% neurobiotin via patch pipette (Fig. 4a).
Neurobiotin was included in the pipette solution to determine
whether astrocytes filled with OGB-1 and caged IP3 were coupled
via gap junctions to neighboring astrocytes. Although the
Figure 1. The diameter of the UV light pulse and the rate of the Ca 2 wave are estimated. a, Astrocytes with large processes
oriented parallel to the line scan were patch clamped with pipettes containing 200 M Ca 2 indicator dye OGB-1 and 400 M
caged IP3. The blue line is the line scan position. The red circle is the estimated diameter of the UV light pulse (see below). b, IP3
uncaged during a 10 sec line scan revealed a Ca 2 increase that did not occur simultaneously in all parts of the cell. The portion of
the soma in which Ca 2 increased simultaneously had a diameter of 2.5 m. This provided an estimate of the UV beam
diameter. In the remaining parts of the cell, Ca 2 increased after a delay that was longer with distance from the uncaging point,
indicating a Ca 2 wave. c, The line scan image in b was fitted with a threshold function to see the Ca 2 increase in the astrocyte
more easily. The red box represents the beam diameter estimate and the yellow lines represent distance, time, and slope. The
estimate in this cell was restricted to the proximal process, as more distally the process dipped out of focus. d, A zoomed-in image
of c showing that the Ca 2 signal traveled 7.0 m in 286 msec, for an estimate of 24.6 m/sec. e– g, UV light alone did not
produce Ca 2 elevations in astrocytes. f, 40 sec line scan showing no effect of a 10 msec UV light pulse on fluorescence of an
astrocyte patched with OGB-1 only. The trace below the line scan indicates the relative change in fluorescence in the astrocyte
soma over the duration of the scan. The 10 msec light artifact (arrow) is produced when neutral density and UV wavelength filters
are removed from the laser. This results in a beam of high intensity that indicates when the UV pulse was applied. g, To make sure
that the astrocyte was capable of producing a Ca 2 increase, 50 M tACPD was added to the bathing solution. Scale bars, 10 m.
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patched cell was also bulk-loaded by Ca 2 green 1-AM dye, bulk
loading tended to be very light and did not interfere with Ca 2
responses produced by IP3 uncaging (Fig. 4c). Furthermore, be-
cause astrocytes occupy distinct, nonoverlapping anatomical do-
mains (Bushong et al., 2002), we were confident that we would
not record false positive Ca 2 responses in cell bodies of neigh-
boring bulk-loaded astrocytes on IP3 uncaging in the single
patch-clamped astrocyte. Uncaging IP3 resulted in robust Ca
2
increases in the single patch-clamped astrocyte, but these never
propagated to adjacent cells (n  8 cells in eight slices) (Fig. 4c),
despite extensive coupling of the patched cell to astrocytes
throughout the hippocampus (Fig. 4b). To ensure that neighbor-
ing cells were capable of producing a Ca 2 response, 50 M
tACPD was added to the extracellular solution. Neighboring cells
that were clearly able to produce a Ca 2 increase by tACPD did
not increase Ca 2 after IP3 uncaging in the single patch-clamped
cell. Because tACPD produced Ca 2 responses of much longer
duration than IP3 uncaging responses, a concern was that the
comparatively brief uncaging responses were not potent enough
to elevate Ca 2 in neighboring cells. However, even when trains
of UV pulses were given to the pipette-loaded cell to lengthen the
evoked response, Ca 2 in adjacent cells remained at baseline lev-
els (Fig. 4c). These data suggest that although IP3 uncaging results
in a robust intracellular Ca 2 wave, this wave does not propagate
into adjacent astrocytes in situ.
Uncaging IP3 in astrocytes increases the frequency of
neuronal AMPA sEPSCs
We next investigated whether uncaging IP3 in astrocytes affected
neuronal activity by monitoring AMPA sEPSCs in adjacent CA1
pyramidal neurons. AMPA sEPSCs were isolated as explained in
Materials and Methods. Astrocytes in the stratum radiatum
among proximal apical dendrites of CA1 pyramidal cells were
patch-clamped with a solution containing OGB-1 and caged IP3.
A CA1 pyramidal neuron extending its apical dendrite in the
same optical plane as the astrocyte was then patch-clamped with
a pipette containing Alexa Fluor 568 hydrazide dye solution. This
enabled us to visualize the proximity of neuronal and astrocyte
compartments using a single optical section (Fig. 5a; see also Figs.
6a, 7a). Spontaneous whole-cell AMPA currents were then re-
corded while uncaging IP3 in the astrocyte. Because there are
some data to suggest that Mg 2 block of NMDA receptors is
incomplete at resting membrane potentials (Kovalchuk et al.,
2000), it is possible that the currents evoked by uncaging IP3 in
adjacent astrocytes were mediated by NMDA, not AMPA, recep-
tors. To check this, NMDA receptor currents were isolated in a
separate experiment using Mg 2-free ACSF plus 10 M NBQX.
NMDA-receptor-mediated currents displayed significantly
slower 10 –90% rise time and decay time constant compared with
AMPAR-mediated currents (10 –90% rise times: 5.0  0.3 msec
NMDA, 3.9  0.2 msec AMPA, p  0.009; decay time constant:
27.7  2.2 msec NMDA, 10.7  1.0 msec AMPA, p  0.001). All
currents recorded, even those that occurred after uncaging IP3 in
astrocytes, displayed kinetics typical of AMPARs. AMPA currents
were analyzed in bin sizes based solely on the duration of the
increase in astrocyte Ca 2 after uncaging. These were labeled
before (before uncaging IP3 in the astrocyte), during (during the
evoked astrocyte Ca 2 increase), after (the first bin after astrocyte
Ca 2 returned to baseline), and second after (the second bin after
astrocyte Ca 2 returned to baseline) (Fig. 5b). An average of six
evoked Ca 2 elevations per neuron–astrocyte pair was analyzed.
In 48 of 71 uncaging events (68%), evoked Ca 2 elevations in
astrocytes were accompanied by an increased frequency of AMPA
sEPSCs that peaked shortly after astrocyte Ca 2 returned to base-
line (Fig. 5b). AMPA sEPSC frequency, normalized as a percent-
age of average before bin frequency, was significantly increased in
bins during, after, and second after compared with the before bin
( p  0.05 by Student’s t test; n  12 neuron–astrocyte pairs) (Fig.
5c). These results suggest that evoking Ca 2 waves in single as-
trocytes triggers release of neuroactive molecules to modulate the
activity of adjacent CA1 pyramidal neurons. Because the fre-
quency of the AMPA currents remained elevated in the second
after bin, a third after bin was analyzed. The frequency of neuro-
nal currents was not significantly different in the third after bin
compared with before uncaging ( p  0.11) (Fig. 5c). The nor-
malized amplitude of AMPA currents, although increased, was
not statistically significant in any of the bins compared with the
before bin (during, p  0.11; after, p  0.06; second after, p 
0.08). Although not statistically significant, the 15% increase in
AMPA current amplitudes is considerable given that IP3 is un-
caged in a single astrocyte, and many astrocytes associate with an
individual CA1 pyramidal cell. The kinetics of the AMPA cur-
rents were unaffected by uncaging IP3 in astrocytes (10 –90% rise
Figure 2. Uncaging IP3 in astrocytes produces a Ca
2 increase after a 40 msec delay, which
then spreads into fine distal processes. a, An astrocyte patch clamped with a pipette containing
caged IP3 and OGB-1 showing the UV light spot (red circle) and five regions of interest where
fluorescence was monitored. Scale bar, 10 m. b, Change in fluorescence over baseline (
F/F0 )
was brightest over the point of uncaging, but responses were still measured in the fine terminal
processes up to 21 m away (trace 5). Note that IP3 was uncaged in a 2.5 m diameter region
in the astrocyte soma, and the Ca 2 increases measured in other astrocyte compartments were
caused by Ca 2 spreading as a wave into these regions. The Ca 2 wave is not clearly evident in
b because of the time scale required to show the size and shape of the entire Ca 2 signal.
Multiple uncagings in the same cell produced Ca 2 elevations of nearly uniform duration, but
a variable duration of 7–24 sec was observed between cells (average, 16 sec). c, A 2 sec line scan
showing the UV light artifact (arrow), which was used to determine the delay to onset of the
Ca 2 elevation after uncaging of IP3. The 40 msec delay predominantly reflects the kinetics of
the IP3 receptor, because uncaging o-nitrophenyl EGTA (caged Ca
2) results in Ca 2 eleva-
tions with no discernible delay (2.83 msec) using a 2 sec line scan (data not shown).
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times: p  0.91, before vs during; p  0.70, before vs after; p 
0.65, before vs second after; decay time constants: p  0.56, be-
fore vs during; p  0.32, before vs after; p  0.34, before vs second
after), suggesting that if glutamate was released by astrocytes dur-
ing evoked Ca 2 waves, it did not activate postsynaptic neuronal
AMPARs directly.
To ensure that the UV laser pulse alone was not sufficient to
release neuroactive molecules from astrocytes, astrocytes
patched-clamped and filled with Ca 2 dye only were given pulses
of UV light while recording neuronal AMPA sEPSCs (Fig. 6).
Because the laser pulse alone did not increase astrocyte Ca 2 (Fig.
2), bin lengths were determined by taking the average length of
the 71 evoked Ca 2 responses from the 12 cells that were patched
with caged IP3. The average length of the evoked astrocyte Ca
2
responses was 16 sec. The frequency and amplitude of neuronal
AMPA currents remained at baseline in all analyzed bins (before
vs during, p  0.94; before vs after, p  0.62; before vs second
after, p  0.45; n  9 neuron–astrocyte pairs). Sample data from
one uncaging in a single neuron–astrocyte pair is shown in Figure
6b. These results indicate that the release of signaling molecules
from astrocytes to affect AMPA sEPSCs in adjacent CA1 pyrami-
dal neurons requires elevations in astrocyte Ca 2.
Increased frequency of neuronal AMPA sEPSCs requires
group I mGluRs
The lack of an effect of uncaging IP3 in astrocytes on the kinetics
of neuronal AMPA sEPSCs suggested that astrocytes were mod-
ulating the frequency of AMPA currents without directly activat-
ing AMPA receptors. Studies have shown that presynaptic group
I mGluRs facilitate the release of glutamate from synaptic termi-
nals (Herrero et al., 1998; Rodriguez-Moreno et al., 1998;
Schwartz and Alford, 2000; Thomas et al., 2001) and transiently
increase the frequency of miniature EPSCs (mEPSCs) recorded
in CA1 pyramidal cells (Rodriguez-Moreno et al., 1998; Fitzjohn
et al., 2001b). We attempted to block the increase in AMPA
sEPSC frequency recorded in CA1 pyramidal neurons using the
selective group I metabotropic receptor antagonists LY367385
(10 M) and MPEP (10 M). LY367385 is a potent and selective
antagonist of mGluR1a, with negligible action on group II and
group III receptors (Clark et al., 1997), and MPEP is a potent and
highly selective noncompetitive antagonist at the mGluR5 recep-
tor subtype (Gasparini et al., 1999). In these experiments, condi-
tions were identical to those in the experimental condition, in
which evoked astrocyte Ca 2 corresponded to an increased fre-
quency of neuronal AMPA sEPSCs, except that the group I
mGluR antagonists were washed into the slice bathing solution
2–3 min before uncaging IP3. It is important to note that the
group I mGluR antagonists by themselves had little effect on the
amplitude or frequency of spontaneous neuronal currents (am-
plitudes: before, 11.32 pA; after, 10.64 pA; p  0.52; frequency:
before, 0.379 Hz; after, 0.308 Hz; p  0.49; n  9 neurons). In the
presence of the group I mGluR blockers, uncaging IP3 in astro-
Figure 3. Ca 2 responses to uncaging IP3 resemble intrinsic astrocyte Ca
2 oscillations. a,
A large astrocyte loaded with caged IP3 and OGB-1 by diffusion via the patch pipette. IP3 was
uncaged in the zone marked by the red circle and regions of interest in which Ca 2 was mon-
itored are numbered 1–11. Scale bar, 10 m. b, A 16 min Ca 2 measurement including all
regions of interest shows two individual Ca 2 increases produced by uncaging IP3 (red arrows)
together with intrinsic Ca 2 oscillations. Blue arrows indicate baseline shifts in fluorescence
caused by refocusing the cell. Note that uncaging responses are similar in size to intrinsic Ca 2
oscillations occurring in the astrocyte soma. Most intrinsic oscillations originate in processes;
some of these travel back to the cell body (as in c), but many never reach the cell body (small
black arrows). Two regions of the Ca 2 measurement denoted by the dotted lines are ex-
panded to better resolve Ca 2 elevations in small astrocyte compartments in c, an intrinsic
Ca 2 oscillation, and d, an IP3 uncaging Ca
2 response. c, A large intrinsic Ca 2 increase
originating in region 7 traveled back to the cell body and spread to a limited number of other
regions. Note the asynchrony in the timing that the wave reached other parts of the cell. d,
Ca 2 responses evoked by uncaging IP3 reliably propagated to all regions, synchronizing ac-
tivity in the cell. In both c and d, the response in region 1 was omitted to see more clearly the
small responses in more distal regions.
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cytes did not significantly increase the frequency of spontaneous
whole-cell AMPA currents (before vs during, p  0.41; before vs
after, p  0.99; before vs second after, p  0.47; n  9 neuron–
astrocyte pairs). Sample data from a single uncaging event in a
neuron–astrocyte pair is shown in Figure 7b. These data suggest
the following sequence of events: (1) Astrocytes release glutamate
in response to evoked intracellular Ca 2 waves. (2) Glutamate
released by astrocytes is sensed by neuronal presynaptic group I
mGluRs. (3) Group I mGluR activation facilitates the spontane-
ous release of glutamate from neuronal presynaptic boutons, pre-
sumably via increases in presynaptic Ca 2. (4) The increased
probability of spontaneous glutamate release is detected postsyn-
aptically as an increased frequency of AMPA sEPSCs.
Discussion
Uncaging IP3 in astrocytes evoked an intracellular Ca
2 wave
that correlated with an increased frequency of spontaneous
AMPA currents in adjacent CA1 pyramidal neurons. The in-
creased frequency of neuronal AMPA sEPSCs initiated during the
rising phase of the astrocyte Ca 2 increase remained elevated for
48 sec, on average, and was repeatable within individual neuron–
astrocyte pairs. The effect on neuronal AMPA sEPSCs was not
observed during perfusion of the group I mGluR antagonists
LY367385 and MPEP. These results suggest that uncaging IP3 in
astrocytes evoked glutamate release from astrocyte compart-
ments adjacent to neuronal synapses, activating group I mGluRs
to increase spontaneous glutamate release from presynaptic
terminals.
Glutamate release by astrocytes has been induced by Ca 2-
independent and Ca 2-dependent processes. Ca 2-independent
mechanisms include: (1) reverse operation of glutamate trans-
porters (for review, see Anderson and Swanson, 2000), (2) an
anion channel-dependent pathway induced by swelling (Kimel-
berg et al., 1990), (3) release through connexin hemichannels (Ye
et al., 2003), and (4) P2X7-receptor-mediated release (Duan et al.,
2003). The route by which glutamate is released by astrocytes in
response to intracellular Ca 2 elevations is not yet firmly estab-
lished, but evidence suggests a vesicular-dependent process (Par-
pura et al., 1995; Araque et al., 2000). Given that elevations in
astrocyte Ca 2 are required to measure an increased frequency of
neuronal AMPA sEPSCs in the present study, our model suggests
a vesicular-dependent process for astrocyte glutamate release.
Calcium elevations evoked in astrocytes by uncaging IP3 were
very similar in size and duration to the intrinsic Ca 2 oscillations
observed in the astrocyte soma (Fig. 3). Intrinsic astrocyte Ca 2
oscillations occur in the absence of external stimulation. They
occur independent of neuronal activity (Nett et al., 2002), require
release of Ca 2 from internal stores (Nett et al., 2002), do not
propagate into neighboring astrocytes (Nett et al., 2002), and
may release glutamate to modulate the activity of adjacent neu-
rons (Parri et al., 2001). Collectively, these results suggest that
Ca 2 increases evoked by uncaging IP3 in astrocytes closely re-
semble intrinsic astrocyte Ca 2 oscillations. Because of this, we
attempted to correlate intrinsic astrocyte Ca 2 oscillations to
neuronal AMPA sEPSCs. We did not observe a significant effect
on neuronal AMPA sEPSCs during intrinsic astrocyte Ca 2 ac-
Figure 4. Uncaging IP3 in astrocytes produces an intracellular Ca
2 wave that does not
propagate into neighboring cells. a, In a field of astrocytes bulk-loaded with Ca 2 green 1-AM
ester dye, a single astrocyte marked by the UV light spot (cell 1) was patch clamped with
pipettes containing Ca 2 dye OGB-1, caged IP3 , and 1% neurobiotin. Neurobiotin was included
in the intracellular solution to show that gap junction coupling was not inhibited by any com-
ponents of the intracellular solution used in the experiments. b, Cells 3 and 6 adjacent to the
patched cell 1 responded to a perfusion of 50 M tACPD with a Ca 2 elevation but did not
increase Ca 2 after the robust IP3 uncaging responses produced in cell 1 (arrows). Even a
prolonged Ca 2 increase in cell 1 produced by a train of UV light pulses (10 pulses at 0.3 Hz,
lightning bolt) did not produce any Ca 2 increase in cells 3 and 6. c, The astrocyte patched in a
was extensively coupled to other astrocytes in the slice. Astrocytes (angled arrows) were clearly
evident by the perinuclear labeling by streptavidin Alexa 488; a vertical arrow points to a blood
vessel. The original patched cell could not be identified in part because of the vast number of
coupled astrocytes, but also because Ca 2 indicator dyes fix poorly by aldehydes. These results
were reproduced in eight different slices; never did a Ca 2 increase evoked by IP3 uncaging
propagate to an adjacent cell.
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tivity. It is possible that synchronized Ca 2 responses within (or
among) astrocytes are required to measure an increased fre-
quency of sEPSCs in CA1 pyramidal neurons (Pasti et al., 1997,
Parri et al., 2001). Intrinsic astrocyte Ca 2 oscillations are not
synchronized. They occur independently in separate astrocyte
compartments, often initiate in processes and not in cell soma,
and do not diffuse far from their point of origin (Nett et al., 2002).
Furthermore, a single CA1 pyramidal cell apical dendrite is asso-
ciated with many astrocytes, all exhibiting asynchronous intrinsic
Ca 2 oscillations. Thus, focal detection of Ca 2 activity in astro-
cyte microdomains and in associated single dendritic spines may
be necessary to record correlated intrinsic neuron–astrocyte
activity. The significant effect observed on whole-cell neuronal
currents in the present study is likely caused by the synchronized
release of glutamate from astrocyte processes located proximal
to the neuronal soma (see Figs. 5a, 6a, 7a for morphological
proximity).
We did not differentiate between synaptic currents mediated
by action potentials versus those mediated by quantal vesicular
release. There is no obvious mechanism by which uncaging IP3 in
a single astrocyte in the stratum radiatum of CA1 could depolar-
ize Schaffer collateral axons to cause them to fire action poten-
Figure 5. Evoked Ca 2 increases by uncaging IP3 in astrocytes increase the frequency of
AMPA receptor currents. a, Confocal image illustrating the morphological and spatial relation-
ship between the neuron (red) and astrocyte (green) in the stratum radiatum of CA1. The
astrocyte was patch clamped with pipettes containing OGB-1 and caged IP3. The neuronal
solution contained Alexa 568 hydrazide dye. This single optical section (1.42 m thick)
illustrates the proximity of the astrocyte to the pyramidal cell body as well as the size of the
astrocyte and its processes relative to the neuron and its proximal apical dendrite. Scale bar, 10
m. b, Data from an individual neuron–astrocyte pair that best represents the overall average
data. The top panel shows neuronal AMPA sEPSCs in four bins (before, during, after, and second
after), and the bottom panel shows astrocyte calcium. The bin length was set equal to the
duration of the Ca 2 elevation in the astrocyte. The red bar indicates the moment that the UV
light pulse was applied. A single AMPA sEPSC is expanded to better show its time course (black
arrowhead; scale bar, 20 msec). In this example, the frequencies for bins before, during, after,
and second after were 0.308, 0.538, 0.769, and 0.308 Hz, respectively. c, Neuronal AMPA sEPSC
frequency, normalized as a percentage of before bin frequency, was significantly increased in
bins during, after, and second after relative to the before bin frequency ( p  0.05; Student’s t
test; n  12 cell pairs). A third after window was added because the frequency was significantly
elevated in the second after window. The third after window frequency was not significantly
different from the before window frequency ( p  0.11).
Figure 6. UV light pulses alone do not alter AMPA sEPSCs recorded in adjacent neurons. a, A
single optical section of a neuron–astrocyte pair in the control condition in which astrocytes
were patched with OGB-1 Ca 2 indicator dye only. Scale bar, 10 m. b, A UV light pulse equal
in duration and intensity to those used in experimental conditions did not elevate astrocyte
Ca 2 and did not change the frequency of neuronal AMPA sEPSCs (1.688, 1.500, 1.500, and
1.563 Hz for the four bins). All bins in control conditions are 16 sec long, the average duration of
evoked Ca 2 increases in astrocytes patched with caged IP3.
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tials. However, because the probability of vesicular release in re-
sponse to single action potentials at CA1 synapses is less than one
(Hanse and Gustafsson, 2001; Oertner et al., 2002), it is possible
that astrocytes increase the probability of vesicular release during
spontaneous action potentials. Vesicular release is very tightly
regulated by changes in presynaptic Ca 2 concentration
(Schneggenburger and Neher, 2000). Therefore, astrocyte-
mediated increases in presynaptic Ca 2 from internal stores by
activation of group I mGluRs may work in concert with voltage-
gated Ca 2 channels to increase release probability. Calcium re-
lease from internal stores contributes to action-potential-
mediated bouton transients and to paired-pulse facilitation of
EPSPs (Emptage et al., 2001). In the absence of voltage-gated
Ca 2 channel activation by incoming action potentials, the re-
lease of Ca 2 from bouton stores may not be sufficient to trigger
vesicular release. The remaining possibility is that astrocytes af-
fect the release probability of single quanta of transmitter. Spon-
taneous Ca 2 rises in CA3 neuronal synaptic boutons drive the
quantal release of neurotransmitter (Emptage et al., 2001). Acti-
vation of group I mGluRs stimulates Ca 2 release from internal
stores and therefore may increase spontaneous transmitter re-
lease and the frequency of mEPSCs. Experiments that include
TTX in the bathing solution will clarify whether the increase in
frequency of AMPA sEPSCs is caused by increased miniature
synaptic events or is dependent on spontaneous neuronal action
potentials.
A key factor shaping the kinetics of ionotropic GluR (iGluR)
currents is glutamate diffusion (for review, see Conti and Wein-
berg, 1999; Kullmann, 1999). Glutamate crossing the narrow gap
of the synaptic cleft has limited diffusion constraints and there-
fore produces currents of rapid kinetics. To directly activate
AMPA receptors, glutamate released by astrocytes would have to
diffuse a greater distance through a larger volume of extrasynap-
tic solution. Therefore, it is predicted that glutamate released by
astrocytes would produce very slow AMPA receptor currents
(Conti and Weinberg, 1999). In the present study, we did not
observe an effect of astrocyte Ca 2 elevations on neuronal AMPA
current kinetics. This finding argues that glutamate released by
astrocytes in situ does not directly activate postsynaptic AMPA
receptors. Glutamate released by astrocytes may be limited to the
activation of receptors localized outside synaptic specializations,
in regions closer to astrocyte release sites. Our data suggest that
glutamate released by astrocytes in situ activates extrasynaptic
group I mGluRs to modulate the activity of neuronal AMPA
currents.
Conflicting data have been published with regard to the func-
tion of mGluRs as facilitatory or inhibitory to the release of glu-
tamate. Group I mGluRs are coupled to synthesis of IP3 and
release of Ca 2 from bouton internal stores, providing a direct
link between mGluR activation and vesicular release of transmit-
ter. Facilitation of glutamate release by group I mGluRs has been
shown in lamprey brainstem vestibulospinal–reticulospinal syn-
apses (Schwartz and Alford, 2000), rat cerebrocortical synapto-
somes (Herrero et al., 1998), rat forebrain slices (Thomas et al.,
2001), and in the rat corpus striatum in vivo (Thomas et al.,
2001). However, the evoked release of glutamate is inhibited after
the application of the specific group I mGluR agonist (RS)-3,5-
dihydroxyphenylglycine (DHPG) (Gereau and Conn, 1995; An-
wyl, 1999; Cartmell and Schoepp, 2000), and the effect of DHPG
on spontaneous glutamate release is unclear (Gereau and Conn,
1995; Rodriguez-Moreno et al., 1998; Fitzjohn et al., 2001b). The
discrepancies in these data may be explained by a functional
switch from facilitation to inhibition in the control of glutamate
release by group I mGluRs that is dependent on the duration of
mGluR activation (Herrero et al., 1998; Rodriguez-Moreno et al.,
1998). DHPG transiently increases the frequency of mEPSCs in
CA1 pyramidal cells (within 2 min), whereas prolonged DHPG
exposure (	5 min) results in desensitization of group I mGluRs
and decreased frequency of mEPSCs (Rodriguez-Moreno et al.,
1998). Inhibition of evoked glutamate release appears to occur by
blockade of voltage-gated calcium channels, whereas the facilita-
tion of spontaneous glutamate release may occur via release of
Ca 2 from bouton stores and/or by phosphorylation of both K
and Ca 2 channels by PKC (Herrero et al., 1998). In the present
study, after uncaging IP3 in astrocytes the increased frequency of
neuronal AMPA sEPSCs lasted 48 sec on average, suggesting a
transient, facilitatory action of glutamate released by astrocytes
on mGluRs.
Increased frequency of AMPA sEPSCs after astrocyte gluta-
mate release and activation of neuronal group I mGluRs may
contribute to long-term synaptic plasticity. Previous work has
shown that spontaneous vesicular glutamate release exerts a tro-
phic effect on spines by acting at AMPARs (McKinney et al.,
1999), and that group I mGluRs are involved in both LTD (An-
Figure 7. Increased frequency of neuronal AMPA sEPSCs is dependent on activation of group
I metabotropic glutamate receptors. a, One of nine neuron–astrocyte pairs in which IP3 was
uncaged in the astrocyte while recording AMPA sEPSCs in the neuron during perfusion of the
group I mGluR antagonists LY367385 and MPEP (each 10 M). This single optical section is
1.42 m thick. Scale bar, 10 m. b, Despite strong evoked Ca 2 responses in astrocytes, the
frequency and amplitude of neuronal AMPA currents remained at baseline when mGluR1a and
mGluR5 receptors were blocked by LY367385 and MPEP, respectively. The top panel shows
neuronal AMPA sEPSCs in the four bins (before, during, after, and second after), and the bottom
panel shows astrocyte calcium. Perfusion of the group I mGluR antagonists alone did not change
the baseline frequency or amplitude of AMPA sEPSCs (data not shown).
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wyl, 1999; Bortolotto et al., 1999; Fitzjohn et al., 2001b) and LTP
(Manahan-Vaughan and Reymann, 1997; Cohen et al., 1998;
Bortolotto et al., 1999; Raymond et al., 2000). The strength and
timing of group I mGluR activation may code for the direction of
long-term synaptic changes. For example, long-term exposure of
group I mGluRs to DHPG induces a form of LTD that may occur
by the internalization of synaptic AMPARs (Bortolotto et al.,
1999; Fitzjohn et al., 2001b). Dendritic spines elongate after
DHPG stimulation of group I mGluRs in cultured hippocampal
neurons, possibly providing a substrate for synaptic depression
(Vanderklish and Edelman, 2002). However, burst stimulation,
under conditions in which group I mGluR responses are isolated,
primes hippocampal synapses for subsequent induction of stable
LTP (Cohen et al., 1998; Bortolotto et al., 1999; Raymond et al.,
2000). Isolated versus synchronized Ca 2 elevations in astrocytes
may therefore contribute to the direction of long-term synaptic
changes via a mechanism involving group I mGluRs. In sum-
mary, astrocyte-to-neuron signaling in situ may occur by the
activation of group I mGluRs to increase the probability of
spontaneous glutamate release from neuronal presynaptic
boutons, processes known to play a role in long-term synaptic
plasticity.
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